
for a long time now, a good part of val smith’s work as a dance artist and artist-artist 
and performance maker has involved drawing attention to the other worlds within our 
worlds. when i write other, i mean other as in worlds that don’t fit easily into definitions of 
art-as-entertainment, or the heteronormative status quo. instead, val focuses on queer, 
marginalised, potentially shameful spaces – spaces forced out of ordinary visuality – 
and finds, in the micro-territories of these places, unassumedly spectacular and heart-
wrenching brilliance. while val’s choreographic colleagues tend to create spectacular, 
virtuosic works of visual power and strength, val tends to do what could be considered 
next-to-nothing. 

in doing next-to-nothing, val has created a series of deeply considered, rigorously 
executed spaces where attention moves into the very nuances of relationality – the tones 
and affects of dwelling with others, and the odd intimacies of noticing that emerge when 
they remove certain cliches of art-space. in circle in box (2013), we awkwardly became 
aware of the theatre we were in, the play of a space moving us and moving through us 
as every action came to matter in a hyper-intense way. in gutter matters (2014), a gay 
shame parade ended with us peering into the wildly astral colours pitching up from road-
side drains. i wouldn’t have believed how luxurious the world of the gutter could become 
with open attention, and with val curating this very specific glimpse of the city’s margins. 

val has extended this body of work in their recent quartet of walks – queer walk-nap 
– for About walking, a series of artist walks curated by christina houghton and melissa 
laing. queer walk-nap was a set of queer walks undertaken during pride week, at sunrise, 
midday, sunset and midnight over the weekend of 15-16 february 2020. 

—

val smith: queer walk-nap1 
a reflection by alys longley

1. The event title was changed to queer walk-nap after community feedback.



i join the midday walk from heron park in point chevalier on saturday the 15th february. 
we arrived a bit late, and the walking group were immediately evident - each person 
holding a blanket, christina houghton in full-tilt health and safety yellow, richard orjis 
resplendent, his baby pink sheet fluttering in the breeze, melissa laing with picnic gear, 
lusi faiva welcoming us as her blanket flowed from the arms of her motorised wheel 
chair; about 12 of us in total, in the dry height of summer. 

val gently invited us to lie on the grass in the shade, and we rest together. we have 
blankets, we have shelter, we have quiet. i write things as they are said because i can 
never remember all those little provocations, made within ecology, made in time. some 
transcription and poetic notation follows:

acknowledgment/ blessing/ queer time 
the naming of places/ the appreciation of qualities/ 
the histories of stolen lands/ cellular presence with a space/

pākehā invasions/ queer hook-ups/ releasing from the do-do-do’s of capitalist time 
elsewhere speeds/ futures enfolded with care/ we consider toxic and parasitic systems/ 
we consider systems of holding and care/ the dispersion of weight into ground/ a 
collective-singular wash/ falling together to resting/ sensations of relief and space 

place your hands over your sex and your heart, your heart and your sex/ 
releasing into the weight of the heart/ standing and walking together/ recognising 
those people who are fighting for the right to live well

synchronicity and difference/ a lot together- a lot alone/ these patterns of aheadness 
and behindness/ 

what queer time feels like/ there is something simultaneously so awkward and so tender

veins of various compositions/ a breathing that is a falling with the ground

privacy issues/ late-night hook-ups/ baking gifts/ “we found an eel!”/ sediments of time 
and flow



“i’m here” 
“are you?”

the electromagnestism is very strong in this group/ the mangroves always grew to a 
certain level/ the way a project expands beyond/ the billion walks of the About walking 
project/

there’s so much we forget, so often the forgetting moves as its own brutal, blowy, system 
of displacement/ and also the cicadas in waterfalls of unhurting breakage

and then we arrive back where we began. and we fold up the blankets. and we pack the 
picnic things away. the performances of heron park were spectacular. 

—

the four iterations of smith’s project will have tracked queer time in different 
configurations of community and darkness and light, taking each step seriously in its 
wash of gravity, relationality, the foldedness of past and present, and the arrangement of 
our bodies among the bodies of every thing, every thing mattering, every mattering thing. 

at midday in heron park, what struck me the most was the choreography of space 
amongst the summer bush soundscapes; how the paths were treacherous for 
wheelchairs and the ways in which we overcame the breaks in the path and the 
steepness of the route; the fragile sensation of walking silently alongside a stranger, and 
then sharing lunch a while later. val somehow navigated us into a world of queer time 
using processes of suspension: the use of silence, of lying on the ground together, of 
patterning the landscapes as the wind caught the blankets. through that attunement and 
care for our flow along the pathway, val brought the glinting of the ocean in the light, the 
shapes of the bush, and the aural immersion of the cicadas into attention. 

such suspension is an art practice of rare brilliance. 



queer walk-nap 
val smith

15 february 2020
dawn, te wai orea, western springs, auckland
midday, heron park, waterview, auckland

16 february 2020
dusk, ken maunder park, new lynn, auckland
midnight, lopdell house, titirangi, auckland
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About walking was a fifteen month contemporary art series that 
explored the relationship between walking and art curated by christina 
houghton and melissa laing, in partnership with te uru.

starting in september 2019 artists created walks-as-artworks and 
artworks-as-walks, and invited the public to join them in moving through 
the spaces of tāmaki auckland, co-creating the works with their passage.

the participating artists were: rodney bell, suzanne cowan, vanessa 
crofskey, christina houghton, melissa laing, jeremy leatinu’u, lana lopesi, 
andrew mcmillan, richard orjis, val smith, pīta turei, layne waerea and 
becca wood.


